NOTES:
1. FOR ACCURATE RIGHT OF WAY DATA, CONTACT RIGHT OF WAY ENGINEERING AT THE DISTRICT OFFICE.
2. DRIVEWAY CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTOR SHALL PROVIDE TEMPORARY ACCESS THROUGH THE WORK AT ALL TIMES.

STAGE CONSTRUCTION AND TRAFFIC HANDLING PLAN, EXAMPLE "70 SC-6"

STAGE 1
SCALE: 1" = 50'

TYPICAL SECTION
Sta "A" 268+40 TO "A" 282+40
Sta "A" 289+44 TO "A" 309+50

NO SCALE

APPROVED FOR STAGE CONSTRUCTION AND TRAFFIC HANDLING WORK ONLY

THIS EXAMPLE IS ONE OF MANY EXAMPLES OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF PROJECT PLAN SHEETS FROM THE SAME CONSTRUCTION PROJECT, "STATE ROUTE TO IMPROVEMENT PROJECT."

for additional typical information, refer to standard cross sections, plan sheet with instructions (SCP)